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PhillipsX Presents Louise Nevelson. Beyond the Surface 
 

Opening in Milan in April 2024, Marking 51 Years Since the Artist's 
Inaugural Milan Show in 1973 
 

 
Louise Nevelson  
Senza titolo / Untitled, circa 1976 
97 x 225 x 43 cm  
© Alessandro Zambianchi 

 
MILAN – 3 April 2024 - Phillips is pleased to present Louise Nevelson. Beyond the Surface, a selling exhibition 

opening at Phillips Milan on 11 April 2024. This exhibition celebrates the legacy of acclaimed American Sculptor 

Louise Nevelson (1899-1988), a trailblazing figure and one of the most influential American sculptors of the 20th 

century. Born in Kyiv to Jewish parents, Nevelson's family immigrated to the US and eventually the artist settled in 

New York where she forged her own path to success, defying the odds in the predominantly male-dominated art 

world of the 20th century. Nevelson crafted her distinctive monochromatic wooden assemblages, collages, and 

sculptures by using found materials, including wooden discards such as dismantled chairs and table legs salvaged 

from the streets of New York City. Nevelson’s work has been acquired by prestigious international institutions 

including Tate Gallery in London, and The Museum of Modern Art in New York. Featuring 15 significant pieces 

created by the artist between the 1960s and the 1980s, including her iconic and distinctive monumental black 

assemblages, Louise Nevelson. Beyond the Surface will be on view at Phillips Milan from 11 April to 30 June 2024.  

 

 
Louise Nevelson  

Senza titolo / Untitled, circa 1976 
213 x 100 x 10 cm 

© Alessandro Zambianchi 

 
Louise Nevelson  

Senza titolo / Untitled, 1982 
101.5 x 81.3 cm  

© Alessandro Zambianchi 



 

Louise Nevelson in Milan 

Louise Nevelson traveled to Italy for the first time in the 1930s, igniting a lasting bond with the country and a special 

connection with Milan, where she showcased her work for the first time in 1973 [pictured]. This exhibition 

commemorates 51 years since Nevelson's inaugural show in Milan, and notably follows two years after significant 

tributes to the artist that occurred at the 2022 Venice Biennale: Cecilia Alemani's inclusion of one of Nevelson's 

iconic monoliths in The Milk of Dreams, and Louise Nevelson. Persistence, a dedicated exhibition honouring the 

artist. 

 

 
Louise Nevelson 

Louise Nevelson, Studio Marconi, Milan, 1973 
© Enrico Cattaneo 

 
Installation View 

Louise Nevelson, Studio Marconi, Milan, 1973 
© Enrico Cattaneo 

 
Exhibition viewing: 11 April – 30 June 2024 
Location: Phillips, Via Lanzone, 2, 20123 Milano MI, Italy   
 
ABOUT PHILLIPSX 
PhillipsX is a dynamic selling exhibition platform operated by the global Private Sales team at Phillips, the destination 
for international collectors to buy and sell the world’s most important Modern and Contemporary art, design and luxury 
items. Through PhillipsX, Phillips’ influence extends beyond the realm of auction and into the broader global cultural 
landscape by offering a boundary-less discovery, selling, and buying experience based on the traditional retail gallery 
model.  
 
PhillipsX highlights notable artists and creators of the 20th and 21st centuries, creating new and important dialogues 
around established and emerging artists, movements, genres, and mediums. Through PhillipsX, the team continues to 
modernize collecting experiences with imagination, expertise, and relevancy. 
 
ABOUT PHILLIPS 
Phillips: where the world’s curious and bold connect with the art, design and luxury that inspires them. As a leading 
global platform for buying and selling 20th and 21st century works, Phillips offers dedicated expertise in the areas of 
Modern and Contemporary Art, Design, Photographs, Editions, Watches, and Jewels. Auctions and exhibitions are 
primarily held in New York, London, Geneva, and Hong Kong, with representative offices based throughout Europe, the 
United States and Asia. Phillips offers a regular selection of live and online auctions, along with items available for 
immediate purchase. Phillips also offers a range of services and advice on all aspects of collecting, including private 
sales and assistance with appraisals, valuations, and financial planning. 
Visit phillips.com for further information. 
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